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Complement Your Unbreakable Hitachi Vantara Storage with Virtual Storage Platform One Assurances and Guarantees

100% Data Availability. Guaranteed. Hitachi Vantara Virtual Storage Platform One (VSP One) ensures you have continuous data access to keep your business running.

Our 100% Data Availability Guarantee for your VSP One solutions

You can count on Hitachi Vantara's 100% Data Availability Guarantee to drive your company towards success without downtime. It increases the benefits of our legendary dependability so your business can meet the most demanding service level agreements (SLAs).

The 100% Data Availability Guarantee is available for VSP One block, file, and object storage solutions.

Experience the Same Data Availability as Fortune 100 Companies

Businesses that can’t risk the loss of access to their data choose VSP One solutions, backed by our 100% Data Availability Guarantee. This includes 76% of Fortune 100 companies, 10 out of 10 top insurers and telcos, 9 out of 10 top manufacturers and health providers, and 8 out of 10 top banks.

Our 100% Data Availability Guarantee means you can rely on VSP One to keep your storage workloads running without data interruptions, regardless of your company’s size or industry.

Portfolio of VSP One Assurances & Guarantees

The world’s top businesses trust Hitachi Vantara with their data. Our VSP One Assurances and Guarantees are a big reason why.

- The Modern Storage Assurance future-proofs your investments by delivering additional years of optimized storage.
- The 100% Data Availability Guarantee keeps data continuously accessible by databases, applications, and users.
- The Effective Capacity Guarantee lowers the total cost of ownership by increasing the data capacity of infrastructure.

Maximize Productivity While Improving Customer Satisfaction

Digital transformation seems never-ending, and business continues shifting online, making continuous data access an absolute imperative. Today, even a momentary database or application outage risks costly productivity losses, major reputational damages, and loss of revenue and market share.

Avoiding business interruptions involves ensuring continuous access to all company data, so our 100% Data Availability Guarantee provides an extra layer of confidence to meet service level objectives by providing the highest level of system uptime.
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Our Data Availability Guarantee is Backed by 20+ Years of Success

Our industry-first 100% Data Availability Guarantee has been trusted by thousands of Hitachi Vantara customers for more than two decades. It has supported the world’s most diverse and challenging open systems and mainframe databases and applications.

Now, our legendary 100% Data Availability Guarantee is available for VSP One solutions supplying block, file, and object storage to traditional and modern workloads at the edge, core, and cloud.

About Hitachi Vantara
Hitachi Vantara is transforming the way data fuels innovation. A wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd., we’re the data foundation the world’s leading innovators rely on. Through data storage, infrastructure systems, cloud management and digital expertise, we build the foundation for sustainable business growth.

Lead the digital future with Hitachi Vantara.
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